Consider what you spend on coffee in a week. Or how much it cost the last time you bought lunch. Now consider how these affordable amounts could impact the life of a person in need and make you a SECA leadership giver.

SECA leadership givers donate the equivalent of one hour (Governor’s Circle givers) or one-half hour (Gold Givers) of pay each payroll – perhaps the cost of a lunch or a movie ticket.

- Learn about leadership giving
- View the list of participating charities
- Pledge using Employee Self Service/Benefits/SECA Enrollment or a paper form
- View the campaign video
- Dedicate your donation to someone special
- Learn more about SECA

Thank you to those who have already made a commitment to support the SECA Campaign!

Remember, SECA pledges must be renewed on an annual basis. Thank you for accepting this “Mission: Possible” to help those in need!